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On 20th August 1932 Gino Watkins 
disappeared whilst hunting seals from his 
skin kayak in an East Greenland fjord. 
At the age of only 25 he was leading 
his fourth Arctic expedition. During the 
British Arctic Air Route Expedition of 
1930-31 Gino was so impressed by the 

paddling and hunting skills of the local Angmagssalik paddlers he had 
a skin kayak built and went on to master the skills of paddling, rolling 
and seal hunting. Gino and other expedition members took their kayaks 
back to England where they displayed the skills they had learned.

Fellow BAARE team member Jamie Scott wrote a comprehensive 
biography of Gino, first published in 1935, while John Ridgway penned 
a slimmer biography of Gino in 1974. When I first saw a May 2021 FB 
post from accomplished author David Roberts that he had just finished 
a new 160,000 word biography of Gino I was enthused at the prospect 
of a new book but David posted his ‘not amused publisher’ wanted a 
100,000 word text maximum and that his upcoming weeks must be 
devoted to destroying ‘my precious sentences (and Gino’s inimitable 
quirks)’. Diagnosed with throat cancer and after enduring a torrid time 
with treatment, David sadly passed away in July 2022.

In the book’s acknowledgements David writes due to both ‘covid 
lock-down’ and his treatment he was unable to visit the Scott Polar 
Research Institute or Royal Geographical Society in England and thus 
not able to see any of the East Greenland expedition diaries or photos. 
David wrote he was reliant on books he could buy online. He was also 
unable to visit the big home libraries in the USA and, again, due to the 
same constraints, he was unable to visit Greenland.

So, with high expectations for a fresh look at Gino, I was disappointed 
to find the bulk of the book comprises lengthy extracts from the 
expedition books written by Freddy Spencer Chapman and Jamie Scott. 
After opening with the attempts to rescue Augustine Courtauld from 
the Greenland icecap, buried by winter snows in the BAARE weather 
station 120 miles inland from the coastal base, the chapters move 
through the four expeditions that Gino planned and led.

Did I learn anything new about Gino from this book? Not a sausage! 
But to check on names and events, I did delve back into the expedition 
books published in the 30s. In the past, I was more interested in Gino 
the kayak man but I came away with a boosted appreciation for the 
planner, equipment developer and inspirational Arctic expedition leader.

The bibliography is not complete while the lean photo choice adds 
nothing new. This could have been a sought after new Gino biography 
but the trimming of 60,000 words with David Roberts’ precious 
sentences with ‘Gino’s imitable quirks’ and his failure to access the 
original expedition diaries and photos held by 
RGS and SPRI leaves me unimpressed.

For paddlers not aware of this inspirational 
young Cambridge lad, this book provides a 
wonderful insight to the short life of Gino but this 
book could have been much more.
Paul Caffyn spent four northern summers paddling 
the coasts of both West and East Greenland. With his 
kayaking mate, Conrad Edwards, he have paddled 
to the base camps of both Gino-led East Greenland 
expeditions, ventured close to the face of the calving 
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There is very little printed material on 
historical paddling in New Zealand apart 
from the rarely seen A History of Canoeing in 
New Zealand 1840 to 1972 by ME Fyfe. Even 
this has barely a page on the Park brothers’ 
first single kayak crossing of Cook Strait and 
their coast-to-coast crossing of the South 

Island from west to east in home-built Rob Roy canoes.
In the late 1980s I was lent a photocopy of a typewritten 100 page 

compilation of reports and old newspaper clippings which included 
detailed information on the formation of the Hokitika Canoe Club in 
1886 and the incredible paddling trips achieved by George Park and 
his brother, Jim. It was well researched and an inspirational read but, 
unfortunately, it lacked any photos of George, his kayaks and his trips.

Fortunately, Flashing Paddles was computerized in recent times by JM 
Palmer and a small number of copies printed. Jim Parnell, author of this 
new title, saw a copy and decided the story of George Park warranted 
further research for a book.

From about 1878 a mob of enthusiastic Hokitika paddlers were 
referred to locally as lunatics; however, that stigma was removed on 
25th August 1886 with the formation of the Hokitika Canoe Club. 
There afterwards, their adventures were referred to as daring, brave or 
foolhardy but not lunatic. The first club commodore was Mr FE Clark 
who, 20 years earlier, had built the first Rob Roy canoe seen in the 
Antipodes from plans sent to his father in Tasmania by a school chum in 
England. This chum was, in fact, Commodore of the Royal Canoe Club 
in England, John MacGregor, the designer of the Rob Roy canoe.

George and his brother, Jim, built both double and single canoes, 
using both kauri and kawhaka timber. George was certainly a technical 
innovator as he was able to construct a sprayskirt to fit over the large 
cockpits and a sailing rig but, probably most important of all, watertight 
compartments both fore and aft.

George Mannering, who, in 1889, had paddled from the Hermitage 
at Mt Cook to Oamaru, finished his account of this trip with the advice 
that canoeists should have:

‘Staunch canoes with watertight compartments and such accessories 
as West Coast canoeists have,’ high praise indeed for George’s technical 
skills and no doubt some envy on the part of those east coast paddlers.

I do like the stories of George paddling from Hokitika to visit his 
girlfriend at Okarito, also sailing up to Greymouth where he came in 
over the Grey river bar with all 85 square feet of his calico sail rig up. 
He must have had a good sense of humour for, as he paddled up river, 
he was queried as to his ship’s cargo, his crew and if he required a cook. 
Prior to the return trip to Hokitika there were telegraph queries as to 
the bar depth of the Hokitika River, with the 17 foot bar depth deemed 
insufficient to allow passage of George’s canoe. Then, standing off 
Hokitika, with the bar too rough to enter, George used his 20 pound 
centreboard as an anchor and slept comfortably offshore under his 
sprayskirt.

I have often trained for my expeditions out over the Grey River bar 
and have lost no end of nervous sweat crossing the bar, one that I always 
treat with the utmost respect. What an amazing sight it would have been 
to see George crossing the bar in his 15 foot long canoe with all sails set.

George must have learnt surf skills very quickly from the school 
of hard knocks, as landing and launching through the surf between 
Okarito and Hokitika requires great skill. When paddling around 
the South Island in 2008, Justine Curgenven, who is one of the most 
experienced expedition paddlers in the world, capsized three times 
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glacier in Lake Fjord (Tugtilik) where Gino went missing. There, in their 
Nordkapps, they toasted his kayaking legacy with nips of NZ whisky and ice 
lumps from the fjord. Their biggest challenge was following the open boat journey 
achieved by Gino, Augustine and Percy Lemon from Isortoq down the southeast 
coast and through Prins Christian Sund to the west coast of Greenland. Prior 
to one of their expeditions Paul was given a tour of SPRI in Cambridge and, 
in an upstairs attic, was shown two of the skin kayaks built for the BAARE 
members. He has also visited the South Australian museum where John Rymill’s 
BAARE kayak is on display.
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